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“Fifty-cent rheometer” for yield stress measurements:
From slump to spreading flow
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Synopsis

The slump test, originally used to determine the “workability” of fresh concrete, has since
used in many industrial fieldsse.g., mining and food industriesd. It offers a quick and easy way
measure the yield stress of suspensions or pasty materials. The model used for estimating
stress from the measured conical slump was first written by MuratafMater. Struct.98, 117–129
s1984dg, corrected by Schowalter and ChristensenfJ. Rheol.,42, 865–870s1988dg and adapted fo
a cylindrical geometry by PashiasfJ. Rheol. 40, 1179–1189s1996dg. However, a discrepanc
between experimental and predicted slumps still appears in the case of conical slumpsfClaytonet
al., Int. J. Miner. Process.70, 3–21 s2003dg and for high-yield stress materials. In the pres
paper, we extend the theoretical analysis of this simple practical test by including differen
regimes according to the ratio between the radiussRd and the heightsHd of the slumped cone. W
propose analytical solutions of the flow for two asymptotic regimes, namelyH@R andH!R. We
finally compare the predictions of these solutions in terms of yield stress and previous expr
to three-dimensional numerical simulations and experimental data on a large range o
stresses. This makes it possible to clarify the field of validity of the different approache
provide further practical tools for estimating the yield stress of coarse materials. ©2005 The
Society of Rheology.fDOI: 10.1122/1.1879041g

I. INTRODUCTION

Many materials in industry or nature behave as fluids with a yield stress, which
minimum stress for irreversible deformation and flow to occur. While the yield stresstcd
can be considered as a unique material property it may, of course, be measure
conventional rheological tools. However, this is not easy for many civil engine
materials containing coarse particles, and several specific large-scale apparatus
been developed: Couette rheometersfCoussot and Piaus1995d; Geiker et al. s2002d
s“BML” dg, parallel plates rheometersfDe Larrard and Hus1996d s“BTRheom”dg. These
tests nevertheless often remain expensive and time consuming when only the yiel
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706 N. ROUSSEL AND P. COUSSOT
is needed for the industrial application.In situ, simpler and cheaper tests are still p
ferred which cannot be readily interpreted in rheological terms, i.e., they do not p
an intrinsic physical parameter of the material, but these tests have proved throu
years to be able toclass different materials in terms of their ability to be cast. O
interesting category ofin situ tests includes the so-called “slump tests.”

Typically, in a slump test a mold of a given conical shape is filled with the tested
The mold is lifted and the material flows. If inertia effects can be neglectedssee Sec. II Cd
it is generally admitted that the flow stops when the shear stress in the tested
becomes equal to or smaller than the yield stressfSchowalter and Christensens1998dg.
Consequently, the shape at stoppage in the yielding region is directly linked
material yield stress. From a practical point of view two geometrical quantities m
measured: the “slump” and/or the “spread.” The slumpsSd is the difference between t
height of the mold at the beginning of the testsH0d and after flow stoppage. The spre
is the final diameter of the collapsed sample. In most applications of the ASTMs1996d
Abrams cone technique, the initial height of which is 30 cm, the slump is measure
is smaller than 25 cm, otherwise the spread is measured. In the case of cement pa
yield stress of which is low compared to that of concrete, a smaller cone is used, n
the ASTM s2004d minicone technique. In that case the slump is typically of the s
order as the initial height and only the spread is measured.

Several attempts to relate slump to yield stress may be found in the literature
generally assume that the conical sample can be divided into two parts: above a
height the shear stress remains smaller than the yield stress and no flow occurs
this critical height the shear stress induced by the pressure due to the weight of m
situated above is larger than the yield stress. In the latter region each layer of m
widens until the pressure reaches a critical value for which the shear stress is equ
yield stress. Following such an approach, Muratas1984d wrote a relation between th
final height of the cone and the yield stress that does not depend on the mold ge
Subsequent works established analogous relationships either for conicalfSchowalter an
Christensens1998dg or cylindrical moldsfPashiaset al. s1996dg with similar assumptions
These results were successfully validated by Claytonet al. s2003d and Saaket al. s2004d
in the case of cylindrical molds. However, in the case of some conical molds or
case of high-yield stress valuessi.e., low slumpsd with cylindrical molds, a discrepan
between predicted and measured slumps was systematically observed.

For large slumps the above approach likely does not apply since there is in g
apparently no undeformed region, and the spread seems to be a more relevant p
for estimating the material yield stressfCoussotet al. s1996d; Domones1998dg. Cousso
et al. s1996d, extending a two-dimensional solution of Liu and Meis1989d, wrote a
solutionssee Sec. III Ad for this spreading problem for a yield stress fluid. This appro
is based on the assumption that the depth of the fluid layer is everywhere much
than the characteristic length of the solid–liquid interface. Remarkably here, in co
with the above-mentioned results for the slump, the yield stress is a function of the
and the material volume.

All this shows that there remains some discrepancy between the different so
proposed and experimental results, a discrepancy that we intend to clarify in this
First, we show that two very different regimes may be identified and that the incipi
stoppage flow conditions should be described with a proper three-dimensional y
criterion sSec. IId. Then, we present two analytical solutions suitable for asymp
regimes, namely large height-to-diameter ratio or large diameter-to-height ratiosSec. IIId.
We also carried outsSec. IVd numerical simulations of the slump test for two class

conical geometries, the ASTMs1996d Abrams cone and the ASTMs2004d minicone.
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707“FIFTY-CENT RHEOMETER”
Finally, experimental results for the slump and the spread using the ASTM minicon
various material yield stresses are presentedsSec. Vd. We obtain an excellent agreem
between the predicted and measured slumps over a wide range of dimensionle
stresses, and we show that the analytical solutions well represent the reality in t
extreme cases of large or very small slumps.

II. FLOW REGIME

A. Generalities

Depending on flow characteristics two different parameters are measuredsslump or
spreadd and very different theoretical approaches may be usedssee aboved. This suggest
that there exist two different flow regimes for which the stress tensor significantly d
Let us examine that point in further detail. We describe the flow in the cylind
coordinates attached to the horizontal solid surfacesO,r ,u ,zd ssee Fig. 1d. The velocity
components in the three corresponding directions aresvr ,vu ,vzd. The symmetry of th
problem implies that there is no tangential motion in a specific directionsvu=0d and tha
the variables do not depend onu. As a consequence, the strain rate tensor take
general following form:

D =
]vr

]r
err +

vr

r
euu +

]vz

]z
ezz+

1

2
S ]vr

]z
+

]vz

]r
Dserz + ezrd. s1d

In the “slump” regime, since the sample height and diameter are of the same o
magnitude, the vertical and radial components of the velocity are of the same
Consequently, none of the normal and tangential components ofD can a priori be ne-
glected. On the contrary, in the “spread” regime, the flow thickness is much smalle
the radial extent of the sample, so we can expect the radial velocity to be much
than the vertical velocitysvz!vrd and that variations of flow characteristics in the vert
direction will be much more rapid than in the radial direction flows] /]r !] /]zd. This
corresponds to the long-wavesor lubricationd approximation, and in that case the str

FIG. 1. Initial cone shape and cylindrical coordinates.
rate tensor simplifies as
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708 N. ROUSSEL AND P. COUSSOT
D =
1

2

]vr

]z
serz + ezrd. s2d

Thus, the flow turns from a three-dimensionalswith a cylindrical symmetryd to a one
dimensional flow as the fluid height becomes much smaller than its radial extent.

All previous analytical approachesssee the Introductiond used a one-dimensional e
pression of the constitutive equation including a one-dimensional yielding criterio

ġ = 0 ⇔ t , tc, s3d

in which ġ and t are the shear rate and shear stress magnitudes andtc the fluid yield
stress. Such an approach is nevertheless valid only when the flow is governed
shear stress in some specific direction which, in our case, froms1d, should occur only fo
large diameter-to-fluid thickness ratio. A similar problem is encountered with the sq
flow of a cylindrical layer of material compressed between two disks. In that ca
lubrication approximation was generally usedfCovey and Stanmores1981dg but led to the
so-called “squeeze flow paradox”: due to the symmetry of the problem, the shear s
the midplane equals zero so that the one-dimensional criterions3d is fulfilled and the
material should move as a rigid bodysi.e., “plug flow”d; however, Lipscomb and Den
s1984d have demonstrated that a plug region can only exist for uniform flows of
stress fluids, which is obviously not the case for a squeeze flow since, due to
conservation, the radial velocity increases with the distance from the central axis.
s1993d pointed out that this paradoxal “yielded/unyielded” region is due to the negl
the elongational stresses close to the midplane which are of an higher order than th
stress. Consequently a proper three-dimensional criterion is thereafter needed
come this paradox and “a comprehensive yield criterion is one which is based u
combination of all the acting components of the stress”fAdamset al. s1997dg. Generally
in this context, the Von Mises yielding criterion is used

D = 0 ⇔ Î− TII , tc, s4d

in which TII is the second invariant of the extra-stress tensor.

B. Viscous and inertia effects

Here, we will assume that viscosity and inertia effects do not play any role i
slump at stoppage. This in particular means that the slump is not affected by
velocity of the mold, the flow inertia before stoppage, or the particular value o
“plastic” viscosity for more generally the functionF in Eq. s6dg.

Although it is difficult to propose a general demonstration for that, it seems reas
to assume that viscous effects do not play any role. Indeed, for sufficiently slow flosin
the absence of inertia effectsd the yielding regions in the sample stop flowing when
yielding criterion s4d is exactly reached and the unyielding regions keep their in
shape, so that the final sample shape should basically depend on the yield stress v
the initial shape of the material.

Significant inertia effects may nevertheless induce an abrupt liquid–solid tran
with yielding regions stopping flowing when the criterions4d is not exactly reached. L
us compare the typical inertia stresssI =rV2d to the material yield stress. In the case of
ASTM Abrams cone, for a small slump, the flow duration is about 1 s for a slump
order of 10 cm so thatV<0.1 m/s. We thus haveI <20 Pa, a value much smaller th
the material yield stress in that casestypically larger than several hundred pascalsd. For a

large slump the flow duration is about 5 s for a slump of the order of 20 cm, so thatV
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709“FIFTY-CENT RHEOMETER”
<0.04 m/s. We thus haveI <3 Pa, a value much smaller than the material yield stre
that casestypically larger than several tens of pascalsd. These conclusions confirm t
experimental deductions of Tatersall and Banfills1983d and Muratas1984d.

C. Surface tension effects

Let us compare the viscous energy losssdWvd to the surface energy changesdWsd
during an elementary spreadingssay, ofdRd over a solid surface of a horizontal layer
uniform thickness much smaller than its radial extentsH!Rd. The surface energy chan
is the sum of the changes in the interfacial energy between the solid and the amb
sdWSGd, the material and the ambient gassdWLGd, and the solid and the materialsdWSLd.
These energies are proportional, respectively, to the changes in the surfaces of th
gassdSSGd, the material–gassdSLGd, and the solid–materialsdSSLd interfaces, via a coe
ficient equal to the interfacial tension, respectively,gSG, gLG, gSL, which are related b
the Young’s equationgSG=gLGcosu+gSL fYoung s1805dg, whereu is the wetting angl
between the three phases. Since the thickness of the layer is small we havdSSG

<−dSLG<−dSSL<−2pR dR, from which we deduce thatdWs<2pRgLGs1−cosuddR.
Note that from natural considerationsgLG can be considered as typically equal to
surface tension of water with air, i.e., 0.07 Pa m. Assuming that the flow is ma
simple shear flow in the radial direction, the shear strainsgd at a distancer is proportiona
to the shear strain at the periphery:rdR/RH, so that the total viscous energy loss
eVtg dv=e0

Rtsr dR/RHds2pHr drd. In the limit of slow flows st<tcd we find dWv
<2pR2tcdR/3. Surface tension effects remain negligible when the energy loss d
viscous dissipation is much larger than the surface energy change, i.e., whedWv
@dWs, which leads to the condition

tc @
3s1 − cosudgLG

R
. s5d

III. ASYMPTOTIC FLOW REGIMES

Here, we develop the analytical solution of this flow problem in two asymptotic c
namelyH@R andR!H, in which H andR are the final height and radius of the sam
The constitutive equation beyond yielding is assumed to express in the genera
fOldroyd s1947dg

S = − pI + T = − pI +
tc

Î− DII

D + FsÎ− DIIdD, s6d

in which DII is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor andF a function which tend
to zero whenDII tends to zero. In the following, the slump and the yield stress wi
expressed in dimensionless form:

S8 =
S

H0
; tc8 =

tc

rgH0
, s7d

in which r is the material density,H0 the initial sample height, andg the gravity. It is
worth noting that, although this scaling appeared quite suitable in the context of P
et al.’s s1996d and Schowalter and Christensen’ss1998d approaches, a relationship b
tween these variables independent of the initial sample geometry cannot be obta
the general case. We will nevertheless use this scaling as it allows us to comp

results from theory or experiment with different geometries.
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710 N. ROUSSEL AND P. COUSSOT
A. Pure shear flow „H™R…

Here, we can describe the motion within the frame of the long-wave approxim
This situation was analyzed by Liu and Meis1989d in the case of the two-dimension
slow flow of a viscoplastic fluid, then in the three-dimensional case by Coussotet al.
s1996d. The results were confirmed by the general approach of Balmforthet al. s2002d.
We look for the fluid depth at stoppage as a function of the distance:hsrd. When inertia
effects can be neglected, Eqs.s2d and s6d show that, in the extra-stress tensor, only
tangential stress componenttrz is significant, so that the momentum equation simpl
as

0 = −
]p

]r
+

]trz

]z
; 0 = −rg −

]p

]z
. s8d

Integrating the second equation ofs8d between 0 andz leads to the hydrostatic press
distribution

p = rgshsrd − zd, s9d

in which we took the atmospheric pressure as the reference pressurefpshd=0g. The first
equation ofs8d can then be integrated between 0 andh, which gives

rgh
dh

dr
= − trzs0d. s10d

At stoppage we havetrzs0d→tc, so thats10d may be integrated taking into account
boundary conditionhsRd=0. The cone shape at stoppage is not conical anymore
described by

hsrd = S2tcsR− rd
rg

D1/2

. s11d

It is worth noting that this shape is independent of the initial shape but depends
sample volume. For example, froms11d we deduceH=hs0d=s2tcR/rgd1/2. Usings11d to
compute the sample volumeV=e0

2pe0
Rhsrdr dr du, we also deduce an expression for

dimensionless yield stress as a function of the dimensionless slump

tc8 =Î 2p

15V
H0

3/2s1 − S8d5/2. s12d

This result in particular confirms that the relationship between the dimensionless
stress and slump also depends on geometrical characteristics of the sample.

We can also compute the expression for the spreading distancesRd as a function of th
yield stress and material volume

tc =
225rgV2

128p2R5 . s13d

When the yield stress found froms13d is such thats5d is valid, we can conclude th
surface tension effects are effectively negligible. This means that smaller yield s
may be relevantly measured in this way by improving the wetting between the pas
the solid surface, i.e., by decreasingu. Ideally, with a perfect wetttingsu=0d, infinitely

small yield stresses might be measured.
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711“FIFTY-CENT RHEOMETER”
B. Pure elongational flow „R™H…

Here, we consider a long cylinder of radiusR much smaller than its lengthH. In that
case the stress variations in the radial direction are negligible compared to those
vertical direction. Let us consider the stress on a small layer of material at the hez.
In the vertical direction it results from the weight of the material above and is eq
−rgsH−zdez. The stress in the other directionstangential and radiald is equal to zero. Th
local stress tensor is thus expressed as

o = − rgsH − zdezz= −
rgsH − zd

3
I +

rgsH − zd
3

serr + euu − 2ezzd. s14d

The second term of the right-hand side is the extra-stress tensor. As long as the
mation remains small, the flow stops or starts for the critical heightzc at which the Von
Mises criterions4d is exactly reached which, taking into accounts14d, here leads to

rgsH − zcd
Î3

= tc. s15d

Let us now assume that the overall shape of the sample is slightly affected
corresponding flow in the yielded region. The final heightsH=H0−Sd is reached when n
flow can occur even close to the solid surface, i.e.,zc=0, and we obtain in dimensionle
form

tc8 =
s1 − S8d

Î3
. s16d

In Fig. 5 we plotted this relation in a wide range of values ofS8 in order to have an ide
of the trend it predicts, but one must keep in mind that Eq.s16d is a priori strictly valid
only in the limit of small slumpsS8!1d. Note that a similar result would have be
obtained by considering that the material undergoes a simple, uniaxial elongation

C. Intermediate case

The above treatment of the pure elongational flow can be used to describe interm
casessR<Hd, now within the frame of an approximate approach, which contrasts
the above rigorous treatments in the asymptotic cases. We consider that each ho
layer of material locally undergoes, as a result of the weight of material above it, a
elongation. We then assume that at each depth, after stoppage, the material la
reached a radiusR such that the Von Mises criterion is exactly reached. Now, one
take into account a reduced vertical stressrgsH0−zdR0

2/Rszd2, in which R0 is the initial
radius, and the final thicknesssdZd of the layer is related to its initial thicknesssdzd via
the mass conservation:R2dZ=R0

2dz. Following the final method of Pashiaset al. s1996d,
one can then obtain by integration an explicit expression for the slump of a cylind

S8 = H8 − bf1 + ln sH8/bdg, s17d

in which b=Î3. In fact, Pashiaset al. s1996d obtained the same equation but withb
=2 because they assumed, in the context of their “one-dimensional” treatment
problem, that yielding occurs when the maximum shear stress in the materialsequal to
half the vertical stress componentd reaches the yield stress. This approach event
appears to be equivalent to considering that the coefficient ins15d is 2 instead ofÎ3. In

the case of a cone an implicit equation providing the slump may be obtainedfSchowalter
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712 N. ROUSSEL AND P. COUSSOT
and Christensens1998d, Claytonet al. s2003dg again with a coefficientb which should be
corrected in order to take into account the proper three-dimensional yielding crite

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Few authors developed numerical simulations of the slump test. Tanigawa an
s1989d carried out a visco-plastic finite-element analysis introducing a frictional inte
law at the base of the slumping cone. They calculated the slump as a function of th
stress but could not compare their results to experimental data. Schowalter and
tensens1998d compared their own analytical prediction to the numerical results of
gawa and Mori and found a good agreement. Hus1995d, assuming that the shape of
deposit remains conical, calculated the stress distribution using an elastoplastic
element analysis. It must be emphasized that, although they considered the
dimensional flow characteristics, all these approaches were based on a one-dim
yielding criterionfof the types3dg.

Here, we used the computational fluid mechanics codeFLOW-3D®, with which it is
possible to implement a proper three-dimensional yield criterion. We describe the
rial behavior by an elasto-visco-plastic model: it behaves as an incompressible,
viscoelastic solid following the Kelvin–Voigt model up to the yield stress, beyond w
it mainly behaves as a Bingham fluid, i.e., with a constitutive equations6d in which F
=2m, wherem is a constant. It is worth noting that, although it likely corresponds to
effective behavior of pasty materials, the viscoelastic solid regime does not play
damental role in the slump, and here it is basically a means to avoid the undeterm
of the strain field in the unyielded regions. Other methods exist for the numerical
lations of yield stress fluid flows such as using a “biviscous”fLipscomb and Den
s1984d, O’Donovan and Tanners1984dg or an exponential modelfPapanastasious1987dg
for the constitutive equation of the material, but the slump must be estimated f
regime transitionslow to high viscosityd, while in our approach the slump correspond
the complete stoppage of the material.

Describing the rheological behavior either in elastic or viscous terms within a
fixed-grid model raises some problems: both the instantaneous velocity and the his
material points must be followed. Under these conditionsFLOW-3D® contains logic within
the scalar quantities that advects the properties of any quantity with the flow,
incremental stress model. As the viscoelastic model is implemented explicitly, a st
criterion is also required to limit the time step necessary to achieve a numerically
solution. Therefore, problems containing small cells and/or large values of the
modulus have small time steps. In order to keep reasonable calculation time, we
limit both the cell size and the elastic parameter.

From a numerical point of view, as already stated the value of the Young’s modu
the materialsEd must be sufficiently small in order to limit the time of calculation, bu
should also be sufficiently large for elastic deformations to remain negligible compa
viscous deformations. Finally, we found that a value of 1 MPa for the ASTM mini
and a value of 10 MPa for the ASTM cone was a good compromise to fulfill the a
two criteria. These values compare well with the experimental results of Saaket al.
s2001d from dynamic tests, who measured for example 0.3 MPa for a water to c
powder weight ratio equal to 0.4.

The generated grid in the case of the ASTM minicone is shown in Fig. 2. A sm
cell size was used in the regions of largest deformations. The initial pressure distr
was assumed to be hydrostatic, and the speed at which the mold was “numerically

was infinite since the mold simply disappeared at the initial time. In order to avoid any
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713“FIFTY-CENT RHEOMETER”
non-negligible inertia effects that this calculus procedure might have induced, we
relatively large plastic viscosity:m=300 Pa s for the ASTM Abrams cone andm
=10 Pa s for the ASTM minicone.

Typical predicted shapes in 3D for different yield stresses are shown in Fig. 3
thickness vs radial distance for a large slump is shown in Fig. 4 and the numerical
in terms of dimensionless slumps vs dimensionless yield stress are plotted in Fig

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Different materials were usedscement pastes or grouts and limestone powder su
siond. The maximum particle size of these materialss100 mmd was much smaller than th
characteristic length of the mold and than the smallest final height after spre
s4 mmd. The material yield stress was estimated independently, using a HAAKE
coTester ® VT550 equipped with a vane geometry and following the procedure des
by Nguyen and Bogers1985d with a rotation speed of 0.4 rad min−1. Two different vane
geometries were used, making it possible to measure the yield stress in a wide rans0.6
to 300 Pad with an acceptable torque precision.

Slump measurements were carried out using the ASTM minicone geometryssee Table
Id. The plate surface was the same for all the tests. In order to prevent any thix
effect, the mold was lifted immediately after having been filled with the material
mold was lifted relatively slowly in order to reduce possible inertia effects. The s
and slump measurements were done after 2 min. For each test, two perpendicula
eters and the maximum thickness of the collapsed sample were measured.

FIG. 2. Calculation grid for the numerical simulations in the case of the ASTM minicone.

FIG. 3. Numerical simulations of slumped ASTM Abrams conessfinal stated with two different yield stresse
3
2600 Pasleftd, 2000 Pasrightd sfor a material density of 2500 g/md.
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714 N. ROUSSEL AND P. COUSSOT
VI. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison between analytical, experimental, and numerical results

Our numerical results show that the slump effectively depends on the materia
stress and density, as expected from Schowalter and Christensens1988d, but also on th
tested volume and the initial height since the numerical dimensionless slump diff
the two cone geometriesfcf. Figs. 5sad and 5sbdg. This confirms that the scaling sugges
by Schowalter and Christensens1998d, although handy to plot results, is not appropr
for the general case. The comparison of the experimental spread with the an
solutionfEq. s13dg for sufficiently large volumesscf. Fig. 6d also shows the validity of th
theoretical approach in the lubricational regime. Moreover, in that case the front sh
predicted by the theoryfEq. s11dg is in very good agreement with the numerical res
sFig. 4d.

As expected, the “pure shear flow” solutionfEq. s12dg is close to numerical predictio
for large slumps or low yield stresses, while the “pure elongational” solutionfEq. s16dg
becomes valid for small slumps or large yield stress. More precisely, the pure e
tional solution appears to be strictly valid only when the yield stress reaches the
value for which flow does not occursS8→0d ssee belowd. On the contrary, the pure she
flow solution remains an excellent approximation of the numerical results over a
range of dimensionless yield stresses and slumps for both cone geometries, whi
firms the relevance of the dependence onV andH0 fEq. s12dg. For both cone geometri
studied here, it seems that this range is bounded by an upper value of the dimen
yield stress valuestc8=0.03 for the ASTM Abrams cone andtc8=0.02 for the ASTM
miniconed which corresponds roughly toH /R=0.2 for the two cones. However, it
worth noting that there remains some intermediate range in which none o
sasymptoticd analytical solutions is valid.

The agreement between numerical simulations and experimental results is ver
fcf. Fig. 5sbdg, which tends to prove that this code and the constitutive equation c
for representing the material behavior are appropriate. This provides us with a use
to predict the result in the intermediate range for which none of the analytical so
appears suitable. It also appearsscf. Fig. 5d that the solution of Claytonet al. s2003d for
the cone is not able to represent the data and the numerical predictionssas already state

FIG. 4. Final front shape as predicted by theoryfEq. s11dg and numerical simulations for a minicone teststhe
dotted line corresponds to the initial shaped and a material of dimensionless yield stress equal to 0.02: Di
sionless thicknessscurrent thickness to initial height ratiod vs dimensionless distancescurrent distance to initia
maximum radius ratiod. Note the slight unexplained undulations of the free surface in the final numerical
by these authorsd.
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B. Critical yield stress

The theoretical approach developed by Pashiaset al. s1996d predicts a dimensionle
critical yield stress equal to 0.5, but a discrepancy between experimental and an

FIG. 5. Dimensionless slump in terms of dimensionless yield stress as predicted from numerical simu
analytical approaches or obtained from experimental datassee the details in the textd: sad ASTM Abrams cone
sbd ASTM minicone.
values was also observed by these authors. From a theoretical point of view we have
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shown fEq. s16dg that for a pure elongational flow we should get a value of 1Î3
=0.58. Such a result is valid either for a cylinder or a cone as long the sample he
radius ratiosaspect ratiod is sufficiently large. From our experiments with a con
sample with a moderate aspect ratio we also get a critical dimensionless yield
around 1/Î3, but it is difficult to precisely determine this value which corresponds
absence of flow because the material is always at least slightly deformed during
lifting. At last, the value obtained from our numerical simulations, again with a mod
aspect ratio, is also surprisingly close to this value: 0.54 for the minicone and 0.59
Abrams cone. Recently, Chamberlain and co-workerss2003d measured the load needed
initiate a squeeze flow of an initially cylindrical sample. They computed the equiv
height of incipient failure, which is the height of material required for incipient flow
a large range of cylinder radii. This is equivalent to calculating the critical yield stre
which flow starts or does not occur for a given cylindrical geometry. They studie
dependency of the critical yield stress on the cylinder radius. In the range of the
minicone sRmax/H0=1d and of the ASTM Abrams conesRmax/H0=1/3d, they obtained
dimensionless heights of incipient failure in the rangef1.5;2g, which means that th
dimensionless critical yield stress is in the rangef0.5;0.66g. Although this result wa
obtained with a cylindrical shape and with a relatively small height to radius ratio
interesting to note that our theoretical, experimental, and numerical results fall
range. To sum up, even for moderate aspect ratio the critical dimensionless yield s
certainly higher than 0.50 as shown by the numerical and experimental results, an
far from the theoretical value predicted from the pure elongational solution 1/Î3.

TABLE I. Cone characteristics.

Cone ASTM Abrams cone ASTM minicone

H0smmd 300 50
Rminsmmd 50 35
Rmaxsmmd 100 50

FIG. 6. Spreadshere, the sample radiusd as predicted by Eq.s13d scontinuous lined and as obtained fro

various experimental testsscirclesd in the case of a minicone and a sample of yield stress equal to 60 Pa.
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C. Sliding at the interface

The above analysis was carried out assuming no slip along the solid surface. T
elongational solution does not depend on the boundary condition at the fluid botto
wall slip may affect the flow when one approaches the pure shear regime. In the
ments of Pashiaset al. s1996d carried out with small particles, the influence of
conditions along the solid–liquid interface appeared negligible. In the case of co
containing coarse particles, Tanigawa and Moris1989d introduced in their numeric
simulations a friction law at the liquid/solid interface but the influence of this addit
parameter on the slump is not clear in their work. More recently, Chamberlai
co-workerss2003d studied the influence of the plate roughness on the critical yield s
assuming a Coulomb-type friction law at the interface involving a friction coefficiem f

equal to zero for a perfect slip case. They rigorously computed the stress field in a
plastic cylindrical sample using either the Von Mises or Tresca plasticity criterion.
showed that, above a critical valuemc depending on the cylinder radius, there was
influence of the friction parameter on the height of incipient failuresor critical yield
stressd, and that the interface could then be considered as perfectly rough. The
showed that the difference between height of incipient failure predicted for the p
slip sm f =0d and perfectly roughsmc=0d cases increased from zero for small radii to 1
for a radius equal to 2t0/rg. In the case of typical concrete, this reference radius bec
0.16 msyield stress around 2000 Pa and density around 2500 kg/m3d. The radius of th
ASTM Abrams cone being equal to 0.1 m, the error made by neglecting slip or frict
the interface in the case of concrete should be lower than 18% for low slumps.

VII. CONCLUSION

We revisited the ability of existing analytical expressions for interpreting the s
test in rheological terms in the light of numerical simulations, theoretical considera
and experimental results. Numerical simulations make it possible to predict experi
results very well and help us clarify the range of validity of these analytical expres
For large slumps it is shown that only a pure shear flow approach is relevant. In p
lar, we showed that a three-dimensional yielding criterion should be taken into acc
describe the pure elongational regime. Note that thixotropic effects were not take
account in this study, but they may significantly affect datafBaudezet al. s2002dg.

Finally, the slump test still appears a very good practical means for determini
yield stress of a material, but in the general case only a numerical approach could
the yield stress by comparison with experimental data. In practice, the simplest an
appropriate means are experimental conditions making it possible to obtain either
or a small slump depending on the material so as to use, respectively, Eq.s12d or s16d for
determining the yield stress. Last, it is worth noting that these results apply for a
stress material which can be considered as a continuum. When the presence
granular phase makes it significantly deviate from a continuum, a rheological anal
the slump or spread test in terms of a single, intrinsic, constitutive equation is impo
This is, for example, the case when the ratio of fluid thickness to coarse particle
not sufficiently large and/or when the concentration of grains is sufficiently large.
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